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A PROBLEM, IN THE THEORY QF
PROBABILITY

By T. V. Narayana

Institut Henri Poincare, Paris

Statement of Problem

Suppose that we are given a coin for which the probability is p for
obtaining heads and consequently q= l -p for obtapng tails,
where p> q. In a long series of independent trials with, this com,
we may thus expect with probability 1 that the total Qi-imber of
heads obtained will exceed the total iiumber of tails obtained, since
p> q Let us now consider a game to be played as follows:
we shall stop our series of trials at the first trial when the accumulated
number of heads exceeds the accumulated number of tails by exactly
one. The game can thus end only at the (2n + l.)-st trial, n= 0,
1 2 and we shall have n tails and {n + 1) heads such a
sequence. Obviously the last trial in such a sequence is aiead and
for «> 0, the first trial is necessarily a tail. For the first few vak.cs
of n, we 'obtain the following sequences in the game where we
denote a head by x and a tail by o:

x; oxx\ ooxxx, oxoxx; oxooxxx, oooxxxx,
ooxxoxx, ooxoxxx, oxoxoxx; etc.

If is the probability that the game ends at the n-th trial,
evidently /„ = 0 whenever n is even.

Recurrent Events and the Game gi

Let usconsider for n > 0, a sequence of (2n + 1) trials assuming
that the game g^ ends at the (2n + l)-st trial. If we delete the final
Xfrom such a sequence, we have a sequence of 2n x's and o's, where
the first trial is a o and at the 2n-th trial the accumulated number
of x's and o's are equal, being n each; further, if the accumulated
number of x's and o's had been equal at the (2/f)-th trial, (/< < n),
the (2k + l)-st trial is always a o. In other words, we have a "return
to equilibrium" (in coin tossing) atthe (2«)-th trial and the (2n + l)-st
trial is a x, with the proviso that if there had been a. return to equili
brium at the {2k)-th trial (k < n), the (2k + l)-jr trial is a o. From
the theory of recurrent events due to Feller^-we obtain easily the

•̂ ^mall nunierals indicate the references listed at the end of the papr.
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probability, that the game g-^ ends at the {In + l)-st trial,
n = 0, 1, 2, ... as

- „-tt (»)
We obtain also the generating function of the probability distribution
determined by as

giW = 2

If2"
„=0 « + 1 V « /

' _ 1 —{l—Apqs'̂ )i
Iqs

Denoting by E (gi) and V (gj) the expected number and the variance
of the number of trials before g^ ends, we see by differentiation of the
generating function, that

E{g^) = ^

,2n+l

V{g,) =

p-q'

4qp

ip - qf •

The Game ga

We consider now the game g^, where we shall stop our series of
trials at the first trial when the total number of heads exceeds the
total number of tails by exactly 2. We shall assume, as btfore, that
p > q, where p and ^ = 1 — are the probabilities of obtaining heads
and tails respectively with our coin. We remark that the game gj
can end only at the {In + 2)-nd trial n = 0, 1, 2, ... and that the
last two trials are necessarily heads (;c's). For the first three values of
n, we have the following sequences in the game g^\

XX; OXXX, XOXX-, ooxxxx, xooxxx, xoxoxx,

oxxoxx, oxoxxx.

We observe the important fact that any sequence of g^ of length
say {2n + 2), may be obtained by juxtaposition of two sequences of
g^ of lengths (2«i + 1), (2«2 + 1), where ni + n^^n and 0,
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> 0 are integers. Thus by juxtaposing any two sequences what
ever of we obtain a sequence of g^. Conversely, any sequence
of g2 can be split up into two sequences. This is obvious, since
given a sequence of g2, we know that by proceeding from the first
trial to the last, i.e., {2n + 2)-nd trial, we end at the first trial where
the number of heads exceeds by exactly 2 the number of tails.
A fortiori, we shall have to obtain at some point, the first trial,
trial (2«i + 1) say, > 0, where the number of heads exceeds by
exactly 1 the number of tails. Thus the first (2«i + 1) trials constitute
a sequence belonging to and so do the remaining trials from
(2ni + 2), ... {In + 2). Hence, the generating function of g^ will be
given by

= 2 ^
„=o « + 2

Setting X (^), we have

.2«+2 ,

qs q

or

qsX^ -X + ps = 0,

X being, in fact, the negative root of the quadratic.

Hence,

qsX^ = X —ps (A)

Generating Junction of the Game g.

Generally, let gXs) denote the generating function of the game
where we stop our series of trials at the first trial when the accumulated
number of heads exceeds the accumulated number of tails by exactly
r, r> 0 being any integer. Then, by a similar reasoning

For example,

^3 (^) = [?1 W]'

.= [?i (^)] • W],
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and a simple calculation leads us to

«•«=.I,TTl C"
We shall prove now by induction that, for all integral r > 0

This relation being true for ;• = 1, 2, 3 let us assume that it is true for
all values of r up to and including a given r. We have now to
demonstrate that

/ \ ^ ~r 1 + r\ „ 2n4r+l
=£ ^Hrr+I V n )p •

Multiplying both sides of equation (A) by we obtain
^X"- psX"~'

i.e.,

qsgr+i (s) = gr (5) - psgr-i (5)-t

Thus,

- ,7^ C" "T

<2/1 + /• — 2>

t This resultalso follows from the following consideration:

Assuming P (2n + r, r) to be the probability of A winning the game for the
first time after r more successes than 5's, it is obvious that

P {2n + r, r) = pP (2« + /• - 1, r - 1) + qP (2n + ;• - 1, /' + 1).

Writing this equation in terms of the .generating function g {s), it reduces to

g, (j) = psgr-y W + qsgr+i W-

Since g„ (5) is known from Feller's work referred to by the author, the general
solution for W can be obtained by the usual procedure followed for solving
4ifferential equations of the second order.—E/ifor,
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/• /2/j + r —1\ _ r —1 /2n + r —2\
n+ r V n ) n + r —I \ n )

_ + 1 /2rt+r-2\
n + >• V « — 1 /

= i;
r + 1 (In + r^2n + ^,!+rJ-l^,.^2«+r+l_

n=o n-\- ;• + 1

The "probleme du scrutin"

As an application of this result, we shall give a solution of the
"probleme du scrutin" worked out as an example by Henri Poincare.^J
The "probleme du scrutin" is as follows: two candidates A and B
stand for an election; a well-informed observer knows beforehand
that A will obtain m votes and B n votes, where m > n. What is
the probability that A holds the majority all the time during the
scrutiny of the votes ?

Consider a sequence, say S, of {2n + r) observations which belongs
to the game g,. In such a sequence there are n + r x's and n o's
and the last observation of S, i.e., the {In + r)-th observation of S
represents the first trial at which the number of x's is greater than
the number of o's by exactly r. Let us consider the sequence S in
reverse order and call it S', i.e., the first trial of S is the {In + /•)-th
trial of S', the second trial of S is the {2n + r — l)-th trial of S'
..., the {2n + /•)-th trial of S is the first trial of 5". We may note
also that S' read in inverse order will give us back again S.. Let us
make the convention that in SJ an x represents a vote obtained by A
and a o represents a vote obtained by B. Then a sequence S, i.e.,
of {2n + ;•) observations belonging to g, gives rise to a sequence S'
which represents one of the ways in which A getting (« + r) votes
retains the majority over B, who gets n votes.

For, evidently, the first vote of S' is an x and A holds the
majority at the first observation. In order that A lose the majority.

%Professor G. Darmois kindly suggested to me to mention here that the
solution of this problem is due to Desire Andre. I express my very grateful thank?
to him for kindly reading through the manuscript.

•• • • . ; • • ! • •
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it is necessary at some stage that A and B have the same number of
votes, say p each (o < ri). If such were the case, i.e., if A loses
the majority at the 2/7-th observation in S', then the sequence S could
not belong to g,. This follows from the obvious fact, that in the
remaining {In + r —2p) votes of S, A must have a majority of r
at least once, since A is certain to have it at the (2h + 'O-th observa
tion. Consequently, a subsequence of atmost (2n + /• —2p) observa
tions of S must have belonged to g,. This is impossible since by
assumption S belongs to g^, and in S the {In + '•)-th trial is the
first trial where A has a majority of r over B. .

For the same reasons, every sequence S' in which A getting
(n + r) votes holds the majority over B getting n votes, when reversed,
yields a sequence S of {2n + r) observations belonging to g^.

Hence in the "probleme du scrutin", r = m —n and

-1.-1^" C"T
is the generating function of such sequences. The number of sequences,
where A holds the majority over B, is thus

m — n {m -\- n — V)\
m n \ {m — \)\ '

The total number of possible sequences being

{m +1%)!
m\n\ '

the required probability is

m — n

m + n

Some Identities in Combinatorial Analysis

Since obviously gr (1) = 1, we have

f ' /'2« + /--l\
„=o n + r \ n ) ^ ^

for every integral r > 0, and p > q, p g = \ . We observe, too,
{hat for all integral /"i,

gr, is) X gr, {S) = gr.^r. (•?)
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i.e.,

(„=0 K+ /"i V n Jf'i ) \ „=o n + \ n )

pn+ri qil ^2n+rj|

^ ^ ^1 ^2 „»4-ri+)! j2«+ri+r2 / 2« + J*! + '*2 ~ 1\
„=0 /J + A"i+''2 V ) •

By equating coefficients of like powers of s we obtain from this
identity the combinatorial formula:

" ri /2n-2j+r^-l\ fV+r^-l \
,=0 « -7 + Ti V n—j ,/ J + J-a V j )

= + ''a- p" + fi + J-a - 1\
n + ri + r^\ n )'

(ri > 0, ^2 > 0, n ^ 0 being integers). Likewise, by differentiating the
given identity and equating coefficients we obtain

fi + /-2 +/i + '"2^ = f \(^j + '"A 1 /2«-27+r2- 1\
'•i'-2 V H / • ,=0 xV j ) n-j+.r^\ n-j )

This process can be continued indefinitely giving rise to a series of
identities for positive integral rx, (both being > 0). These identities
may be interpreted as the relationships between the moments of the
probability distributions defined by (s), g,^ (5), (s); gr^+r, (5)
being obtained as a convolution of gr^{s) and gr^ (s).

We can further generalise our identities by utilising the relation
(for all integral > 0, i = I, • • •,k)

h

gr,+...+rt: (^) = ^ gn i'̂ )
i=l

Le.,

y >*1 + •••+ /2n+ '"i + •••+'*1; 1\ n+ri+-+rj; )i2»+'-i+•••+'«;
„i « + r,, + ...+ r, V n

n {S /2« + r, - 1\ 1̂
i=i U=o n + ^ V n J ' ^ }
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By taking the m-th derivatives w.r.t.'s on both sides of this identity
and equating coefficients, we shall obtain a series of identities for
m = 0, I, 2, . ..

Summary

We consider in this paper a series of games for r=l, 2, ...

For /• = 0, the game represents the "recurrent events" of Feller.

The generating function of g, has been derived and the recurrence
relation connecting the generating functions of g^-i, g^-i and g^ has
been obtained.

An application to the Andre-Poincare "probleme du scrutin" is
discussed as well as various combinatorial identities derivable from the

generating functions.
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